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European small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are sitting on a goldmine –
their own expertise and ideas. Helping them
identify, protect and make use of innovation
is a key challenge for Europe. The IPR
Awareness
and
Enforcement
Project
(IPeuropAware project) is designed to raise
awareness of intellectual property among European small businesses and to help them
recognise and enforce their rights.
The Executive Agency for Competitiveness
and Innovation (EACI) manages the project,
including the IPR Helpdesk, on behalf of the
European Commission1.
The agency also runs the Enterprise Europe
Network and the Intelligent Energy Europe,
Eco-Innovation and Marco Polo funding programmes. All of its programmes are designed to help small businesses grow, create
new jobs and protect the environment.
The Enterprise Europe Network offers support and advice to European small businesses, helping them make the most of business opportunities in the EU. It provides information and services to more than 2.5 million European small businesses2.
It was launched in February 2008 by the European Commission and is a cornerstone of
the EU’s Competitiveness and Innovation
Framework Programme, which aims to encourage competitiveness in European businesses.
The network is made up of 3,000 experts
working in 567 partner organisations in 44
countries and is built on the success of two
previous networks, the Euro Info Centres and
Innovation Relay Centres. This makes it the
world’s largest network connecting business
to Europe.

1,000 technology and business cooperation
agreements. It also has a special focus on
helping SMEs make the most of EU funding,
and FP7 research funding in particular.
The network includes 18 sector groups that
specialise in different industries, from intelligent energy to nanotechnology. These experts team up to provide companies with customised support and sector-specific events.
In all these areas, advice about intellectual
property is key to the network’s services. Its
partner organisations are strongly rooted in
local business, regional development and research bodies. So they are well placed to
raise awareness of IPR usage and enforcement, especially among businesses that are
not yet aware of how they could use it to increase their competitive edge.
The EACI is committed to promoting collaboration between National Patent Offices
(NPOs) with business and innovation actors,
including the Enterprise Europe Network.
The NPOs have a particularly important role
to play in exchanging good practices with
these organisations and helping to streamline
access to IPR services for SMEs.

1
For
more
information
http://ec.europa.eu/eaci/

about

the

EACI,

visit:

2
For more information about the Enterprise Europe Network,
visit:
http://www.enterprise-europe-network.ec.europa.eu/index_en
.htm

The main goal is to help businesses to grow
and innovate – to turn ideas into marketable
products and profits. It encourages SMEs to
do business across borders through partnerships and technology transfer agreements.
From 2008 to 2010, the network is expected
to carry out 50,000 technology and business
reviews for SMEs, helping companies sign
IPR-Helpdesk is a constituent part of the IP Awareness and Enforcement: Modular Based
Actions for SMEs project which is financed by the CIP Programme, DG Enterprise and
Industry of the European Commission
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bObles has minimised the risk of piracy
Peter Meldgaard
Danish Patent and Trade Mark Office

The vision of becoming an international
brand with a world-class design was
not, as sisters Louise and Bolette
Blædel realised, going to be possible
without protecting their intellectual property rights (IPR). So it did not take long
before their design business bObles
had a trade mark registration for the
company name and design registrations
for their “tumble furniture” for children in
both Denmark and Europe.
What started as the bright idea of a
mother on maternity leave with her
newly born baby soon turned out to
have huge export potential but with a
constant underlying danger of unscrupulous profit making and piracy by
people wanting to exploit the innovative
product. Therefore, the sisters chose at
a very early stage to register their intellectual property rights to minimise the
risk of piracy and strengthen their
brand.
When Bolette Blædel was on maternity
leave with her first child in 1999, the
scarcity of children’s furniture for developing children’s motor skills that would
also satisfy her preference for good
Danish design sparked a creative brainstorm with her sister Louise Blædel, resulting in the successful children’s furniture in the shape of abstract animals.
Once bObles was launched in 2005, the
product, with its combination of functionality and a design in bright colours and
geometric shapes, was soon in demand
by distributors in Denmark and abroad.
Fortunately, the two managers (one an
architect, the other a fashion manufacturer), who risked taking a break from
their good jobs, cooperated with consultants who saw the potential of the product and understood the importance of
intellectual property rights protection.
Quick Registration in Denmark and
the EU
Thus, in 2006 bObles was registered as
a trade mark and the “tumbling furniture” registered as designs in the various relevant classes, first in Denmark
and afterwards in Europe and later in
the U.S. and China, with applications
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pending in Taiwan and Japan. Naturally,
the sisters were not experts on IPR, so
before filing any applications, they
asked for help from the Danish Patent
and Trade Mark Office, which guided
them through the process. They also involved an attorney for the subsequent
registration in China, the country with
which, unfortunately, counterfeit products are most often associated, and in
Taiwan they are receiving assistance
from the Danish consul-general.
Protection of rights in all EU member
states via OHIM (the Office for Harmonization for the Internal Market: the authority for processing applications for
EU trade marks and designs), was a
necessary step since early intentions included extending beyond the borders of
Denmark. By filing a single application
with OHIM, a design or trade mark registration can be obtained in all EU member states, making that an obvious
choice for bObles - a business with
plans for expansion.
Naturally, the fear of piracy was significant and the sisters fully understood
that to succeed in Europe and internationally with a brand and a design it was
to protect the intellectual property rights.
However, the designers had initially only
planned to launch the product in Denmark, but during the first fair where they
displayed their products they soon realised there were demands for the product from Mexico to Russia, and with export comes exposure – unfortunately
also to the more unscrupulous types,
especially if the products are not protected.
Fear of Piracy
Therefore, the trade mark bObles has
been registered in all major countries
where bObles has distributors and the
protection of the designs now covers
even more countries.
As Louise Blædel says, “When you
have a good product, somebody will try
to copy it,” and therefore you have to
take precautions accordingly. However,
she does not consider piracy a pat on
the back because the imitations she has
seen obviously infringe their rights but

also are not of the same high quality.
However, she believes that design registration does have a preventive effect
and, had they not protected their intellectual property, they would have been
exposed to much more piracy.
In this context, Louise Blædel mentions
an example from China, where some local people tried to copy their products.
The colours and the animals were similar to the original product, but the counterfeiters had misunderstood the whole
concept with the geometric shapes,
which they did not copy and the quality
was, as is common in piracy, much
poorer. Furthermore, they had put pictures of bObles original products on a
Web site stating that they were suppliers for bObles, so the Blædel sisters
asked their agent to contact the company to make them stop the infringement of bObles’ rights. The situation
could have been much more complicated had they not protected their
rights.

Ironically, bObles products are produced by specialists in China and Taiwan, since the proper technology is only
available there, the same countries in
which most piracy take place. The fact
is that the foam used for the furniture is
not easy to develop and shape in the
precise and aesthetic way that the
bObles specialists are able to achieve.
Even though the products are clearly
difficult to imitate without compromising
quality, bObles has nevertheless chosen a strategic approach to IPR, being
aware that the alternative is that other
people still try to copy and in this way
exploit their prize-winning products.
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Generally, bObles has a positive view
regarding IPR, as they have only experienced helpful people during the filing
and registration process and, even
though the processing time varies from
country to country, the process has
been relatively simple and fast not only
in Denmark but also when in the EU via

OHIM and in other countries around the
world. Louise Blædel really believes that
part of their success is due to the fact
that they focused on IPR at an early
stage in bObles’s development, so they
also look forward to the future process
as bObles extends its brand and design
around the world.

Arbitrating Disputes in International and Domestic R&D Collaborations1
Judith Schallnau
WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Center

The issue of how parties to a contract
want to address disputes arising under
the agreement should be addressed in
contract negotiations, particularly in international transactions. However, it is
of major importance and though probably one of the most important but misunderstood and neglected issues dealt in
contractual negotiations2. Disputes as to
responsibilities of parties in research
consortia, parties’ respective obligations
and, in particular, disputes related to Intellectual Property (IP) rights may put
the success of research projects at risk.
Thus, it is important to think of efficient
ways to resolve conflicts in a way that
preserves the relationship between research partners and reflects the need
for timely and cost-efficient conduct of
project work in the context of contractual obligations, strong competition in
the respective research field and conditions of research funding.
Keeping these factors is mind, parties
involved in Research and Development
(R&D) collaborations and technology
transfer are increasingly aware of the
potential of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) mechanisms - mediation, arbitration and expert determination – to
resolve disputes. Amongst these mechanisms, especially arbitration – often
combined with mediation - has become
an established method of determining
international and domestic disputes.
Arbitration is a binding procedure in
which a dispute is submitted to one or
more arbitrators who make the final decision on the dispute. It is a private
method of dispute resolution, chosen by
the parties themselves as an effective

way of putting an end to disputes between them, without recourse to the
courts of law3.
Parties may chose ad-hoc arbitration or
an “institutional” arbitration which is one
that is administered by a specialist arbitral institution such as the World Intellectual Property Organization’s Arbitration and Mediation Center (the “WIPO
Center”)4. The WIPO Center is an international dispute resolution service
provider with a particular focus on IP related disputes.
Ad hoc arbitration leaves the parties
freedom to work out rules of procedure
for themselves, which may involve considerable time and cost. In contrast, arbitral institutions offer rules for automatic incorporation and other support
services such as the WIPO Electronic
Case Facility ECAF, which facilitates
online communication between all actors in a particular WIPO case as they
may submit communications electronically into an online docket accessible to
all participants from any location.
The WIPO Centers has provided such
administration services in disputes involving, for example, questions on IP in
R&D agreements, patent licensing
agreements or patent infringements.
These disputes have involved large
companies, small and medium-sized
companies, research institutes and universities from Europe, Asia and North
America.
For example, in one WIPO administered
case a biotech company and a large
pharmaceutical company entered into a
license and development agreement re-

lated to the development of a biotech
compound. Several years after signing
the agreement the biotech company
filed a request for arbitration with the
WIPO Center alleging that the pharmaceutical company had deliberately delayed the development of the biotech
compound and claiming substantial
damages. The WIPO Center proposed
a number of candidates with expertise
of biotech/pharma disputes, one of
whom was chosen by the parties. The
parties finally settled their dispute and
continued to cooperate towards the development and commercialization of the
biotech compound.
In this and other cases parties have often provided for arbitration or expedited
arbitration under the respective rules offered by the WIPO Center. Depending
on the parties’ choice, arbitration has often been preceded by mediation. A process
combining
mediation
and
(expedited) arbitration starts with mediation and continues, if not all disputed issues have been resolved in the mediation phase, with a(n) (expedited) arbitration. The major advantage of this twotier procedure is the increased probability of settlement (a total of 73 percent of
mediation cases and 54 percent of arbitration procedures administered by the
WIPO Center have been settled) and
the arbitration process will only relate to
issues which have not been resolved in
the mediation session.
In choosing arbitration, parties consider,
in particular, the following factors: the
agreement to arbitrate, the choice of arbitrators, the decision of the arbitral tribunal and the enforcement of the

3
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award.
An agreement by the parties to submit
to arbitration any disputes or differences
between parties, is the basis of an arbitration procedure. Such an arbitration
agreement is usually spelt out in the
main contract, such as a consortium
agreement, as a clause on “Settlement
of disputes”, “Dispute Resolution”, or
more specific in an “Arbitration clause”.
Parties may also negotiate a separate
submission agreement for future disputes or for existing disputes, if factual
circumstances allow such negotiations.
To be valid and enforceable, an arbitration clause needs to specify, at its most
basic, the subject matter which the parties agree to submit to arbitration, the
rules and procedures under which that
arbitration shall take place and, if the arbitration shall be not an ad hoc one, the
organization under whose auspices the
procedure will take place.
The WIPO Center recommends5, for example, the following arbitration clause:
Arbitration
"Any dispute, controversy or claim arising under, out of or relating to this contract and any subsequent amendments
of this contract, including, without limitation, its formation, validity, binding effect, interpretation, performance, breach
or termination, as well as noncontractual claims, shall be referred to
and finally determined by arbitration in
accordance with the WIPO Arbitration
Rules. The arbitral tribunal shall consist
of [three arbitrators][a sole arbitrator].
The place of arbitration shall be [specify
place]. The language to be used in the

arbitral proceedings shall be [specify
language]. The dispute, controversy or
claim shall be decided in accordance
with the law of [specify jurisdiction]."
Parties to arbitration are free to choose
their own arbitral tribunal. They may select arbitrators with relevant expertise in
the technical, legal or business area relevant to the resolution of their dispute.
Given the broad authority of arbitrators,
the choice and appointment of the arbitrator(s) is vital and often the most decisive step in arbitration. The authority of
the arbitrators includes their power to
decide upon the dispute. If the parties to
arbitration cannot settle their dispute,
the arbitral tribunal will resolve the dispute for the parties by issuing a decision
in the form of a written award. Once an
arbitral award is rendered, it is an implied term of every arbitration agreement that the parties will carry it out,
which is also mentioned in the WIPO
(expedited) arbitration rules. However, if
a party fails to do so, the other party
needs to take steps to enforce performance of such award. In such cases the
enforcement of the arbitral award must
take place through the national court at
the place of enforcement, operating under its own procedural rules. International conventions, such as the Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards6, also
known as the New York Convention,
generally facilitate the recognition and
enforcement of awards in 144 countries
worldwide.
Further information on using ADR in the
context of R&D:

Free Software, a 2009 take
Malcolm Bain
ID-Law Partners

I liken free software to “Pan amb Tomaquet”, a Catalan dish where you build
your own open-faced sandwich at the
dinner table (with toast, garlic, olive oil
and whatever topping you favour, such
as pâté, cheese or “jamón”). Free software is often contrasted with proprietary
software, which is more like a standard
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dish you are served by your local cafeteria: fish and chips, eggs and bacon,
and maybe a bit of salad on the side - or
maybe some special new (secret) technique for “cocina de autor” from the Bulli
three star workshop in Cadaqués.

Leuven (Belgium), 13th November 2009:
“Workshop on Alternative Dispute Resolution in Research and Development
Collaborations”:
http://www.ipr-helpdesk.org/events/even
ts_3339.en.xml.html
WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Center
Email: arbiter.mail@wipo.int
Further
http://www.wipo.int/amc/

information:

1
This article follows a general introductory article on
“Alternative Dispute Resolution in R&D collaborations – The WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Center”
published IPR Helpdesk Bulletin, num. 41, March
2009 and an article on Mediation in R&D projects
published IPR Helpdesk Bulletin, num. 42, June
2009.
2
Kevin Nachtrab, “To Arbitrate or to litigate : That is
the question”, Les Nouvelles, Journal of the Licensing Executives Society International, Vol.XLII, No.1,
March 2007
3
Alan Redfern, Martin Hunter, “Law and Practice of
International Commercial Arbitration”, 2004
4
http://www.wipo.int/amc/en/
5
http://www.wipo.int/amc/en/clauses/index.html
6
http://www.wipo.int/amc/en/arbitration/ny-conventio
n/
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software, including rights to copy, modify or adapt, and distribute the product.
This is the “free software license”.

©

©

©
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loremipsum CC-BY-NC-ND

On the one hand you have a modular
combination of different elements, each
of which can be integrated and adapted
to the needs of the user (less garlic?
more oil?), which can satisfy not only
your hunger but also your creative desires and also be shared at the dinner
table. On the other, you have a fixed
and pre-set solution to one specific
need: sustenance; and often the product is more important than the service.
Free software is actually like any other
software – a series of instructions to a
computer that indicate how to achieve
and present a certain result from a certain set of inputs - except for one key
aspect: the terms of exploitation of the

Software is protected within the European legal framework (and generally
speaking worldwide, under international
treaties such as the Berne 1886 and
WIPO 1996 treaties) as a copyrightable
work of authorship. There are some
specific rules as to interoperability and
making backup copies, but generally
speaking this means that users need a
“license”, i.e. the written authorisation of
the rights-holder of the software – either
the original creator or subsequent licensee or assignee – permitting users
to do certain things with regard to the
software in question: download it, install
it, execute it, and even adapt it and redistribute either the original work or any
adaptation.
A traditional (proprietary) software license grants rights to install and execute the software program on one or
more computers, by one or more computer chips, with one or more users, but
little else. The user has no access to
“source code”, the form of the software
actually written by programmers and
necessary to adapt or modify it. Obviously, bespoke software contracts grant
greater rights than this, as the contractor may indeed assign all rights and provide all source code to the client. However, the standard software license is
limiting, you cannot access the software
code or adapt it to a particular need (a
specific linguistic interface? Colour
scheme? New workflow or business
process?). If it is a great piece of software, you may not legally share it with
other persons.
A free software license, on the other
hand, as established by the Free Software Foundation back in 19891, is a license that allows users to execute the
software for any purpose, to study how
the program works and modify it, to redistribute copies to third parties and release any improvements users may
have made. Licensors must provide access to the source code. In IPR terms, it
grants the rights of reproduction, adaptation, distribution and public communication.
Free software licenses are not all the
same, varying in the number of condi-

tions on the exploitation of the work, although they must respect the aforementioned conditions. “Copyleft” licenses
are probably the most well known: the
GNU General Public License (GPL2),
the Lesser GPL, and other licenses
such as the Mozilla Public License3
(used to distribute Firefox, Thunderbird
and other desktop applications). However, there are other free software licenses, called “permissive” or aca“demic”, such as the “BSD” “MIT” or
“Apache” licenses4.
·

Copyleft is a term that designates a
condition in a free software license
that says: “You may modify my software – but if you do and want to redistribute the work that is derived
from it, then you must redistribute
the modification (and the original
work) under the same free software
license”. And you must provide the
recipient with the source code (or at
least offer it to the user). This means
the software and its derived works
are always “Free” (not to be confused with “free”, gratis). The GPL,
now in its third version “GPLv3”, was
the first license to implement this,
but it is also a feature of other public
licenses, such as the Mozilla PL or
Common Public License, with more
limited effect.

·

Permissive licenses, on the other
hand, do not impose this condition
and allow the work in question to be
incorporated or modified and distributed under more restrictive terms
– basically, so long as you keep the
copyright notice and standard warranty disclaimer, “anything goes”.

Common features of these licenses include a warranty disclaimer (why should
a user have warranties if the software is
free and the user has the source code
to correct any mistakes?), and an obligation to maintain the copyright notice,
i.e. to attribute the software to its
rightholder/creator, and more recent
versions incorporate patent licenses
and patent peace clauses.
These licenses (and the underlying software) are often also called “open
source”, a term with the same legal
tenor as “free software”, but denoting a
different political - philosophical approach to the free software movement

5
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as a whole.5
The granting of these rights enables the
collaborative creation of software: any
party can contribute to building a software product, find and patch a bug, or
integrate a complete platform, framework or “stack” such as LAMP (Linux,
Apache, MySQL, PHP). Sourceforge6, a
central repository for free software
projects, now lists over 230,000
projects. Sophisticated free software
projects, like Linux or the Apache Web
server and application server (Tomcat),
have multitudinous contributors, usually
centrally managed by a “project leader”
and core team7. Sun Microsystems Inc.,
has released most of the Java® platform
as free software, and has already starting building in new contributions from its
“community”8.
From a user perspective, a free software license grants broad use and reuse rights, specifically the right to adapt
the software to the organisational processes and share (freely) this software
with third parties. For example, the
sharing of free software applications
among public administrations, promoted
by OSOR.eu9. For SMEs, free software
offers high quality, widely tested and
stable software products not only for
free but also adaptable to their specific
needs. Obviously, among the 230,000
Sourceforge projects there are a signifi-

cant number of nascent, unripe or abandoned projects – but there are still at
least 25,000 mature and stable enterprise oriented projects, some reaching
several million downloads worldwide.
This presents interesting opportunities
for end-users of the software but also
the networks of local software integrators and IT support companies, close to
their clients, that can acquire appropriate skills and efficiencies to provide high
quality services to their clients, competing with the larger players in the sector
who tend to provide proprietary software-based solutions.

toast with excellent service.

Integrating and implementing free software-based solutions, like any other integration, is not exempt from certain legal problems, such as licensing strategy, the compatibility of different licenses and the scope of warranties and
indemnities to offer clients, however
these can be overcome with appropriate
legal advice and due diligence.

5
The official site is online at http://opensource.org/

Coming back to the Pan amb
Tomaquet, it is the free software license
that allows a project or software integrator to put together the different ingredients of a sophisticated software platform (network or security management
software, ERP, BI, CRM, groupware,
etc.) and provide value added services
on top, such as maintenance, training
and customisation: combining the tasty

9
Online at http://www.osor.eu/

Bon profit!

1
http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/free-sw.html
2
Online at http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html
3
Online at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/MPL-1.1.html
4
The Open Source Initiative classifies free and open
source
licenses
at
http://opensource.org/licenses/category

6
Online at www.sourceforge.net
7
It is estimated that Linux has over 10,000 contributors.
8
Online
http://www.sun.com/software/opensource/java/
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Who is the right holder of a Community design produced on commission?
Sara Martinez Cadenillas
Abogada

By decision rendered 5th July 2009, in
the Case C-32/08, “FEIA/Cul de Sac,
Acierta”, the European Court of Justice
ruled on the interpretation of Articles
14(1) and (3) of Council Regulation
(EC) N. 6/2002 of 12th December 2001
on Community designs (CDR). The importance of this preliminary ruling is
highlighted by the fact that this is the
first time the ECJ has interpreted Regulation 6/2002, developing the CD case
law, which is very incipient yet. It also
exposes matters that are generating different opinions among the IP experts.

6

FEIA (Spanish Foundation for the Innovation of Craftsmanship) designed a
project called D’ARTES, which looks for
a family of objects to be placed on the
market. AC&G SA was the organiser of
the project. This company must select
the designers and reach agreements
with them. Within this framework, AC&G
entered into an oral agreement with Cul
de Sac according to which the latter
was responsible for developing a design
– a series of cuckoo clocks – and for
providing technical assistance to a craft
man. This contract was not subject to
the Spanish Labour Code.

The cuckoo clocks were manufactured
as a part of the D’ARTES project, belonging to the ‘Santamaria’ collection
and released in April 2005.
After that, Cul de Sac and Acierta Product & Position SA (‘Acierta’) produced
cuckoo clocks and placed them on the
market as a part of the ‘Timeless’ collection, which was totally independent of
the D’ARTES project.
FEIA considered those clocks a copy of
the unregistered Community designs
that were part of the ‘Santamaria’ collection, thus they filed an action against
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Cul de Sac and Acierta for the infringement of the CD and for acts of unfair
competition.
FEIA stated that its right to the unregistered CD derives from the service contract between Cul de Sac and AC&G,
where the latter was acting as the
FEIA’s disclosed agent and under which
Cul de Sac developed the CD. According to Article 15 Law 20/2003 on the Legal Protection of Industrial Designs
(LPJDI), designs developed in the context of an employment relationship or
contract for services belong to the employer.
Cul de Sac and Acierta denied that
C&G and/or the FEIA have been or are
the proprietors of those designs, thus
FEIA did not have any right to bring the
action.
To answer this question, the Commercial Court no. 1 of Alicante and Community Trademark Court no. 1 understood
that an interpretation of Article 14 CDR
by the ECJ was needed. According to
this provision 1. The right to the Community design shall vest in the designer
or his successor in title. (…) 3. However, if a design is developed by an employee in the execution of his duties or
following the instructions given by his
employer, the right to the Community
design shall vest in the employer, unless otherwise agreed or specified under national law”.
The national court referred five questions to the ECJ but only three of them
were answered. On the first two questions, the Community Trademark Court
of Alicante wondered if the exception
contained in Article 14(3) to the general
principle set out in Article 14(1), is also
applied to a CD, which was produced
on commission and therefore outside an
employment relationship.
The ECJ found that by Article 14(3) the
Community legislature has provided a
special system for CD developed in the
context of a specific type of contractual
relationship, namely an employment relationship, which precludes the application of the mentioned article to other
contractual relationships, such as a
commission. As a consequence, the article cannot be interpreted broadly.

This conclusion is deduced from the
specific terms used in the wording of Article 14(3): ‘employer’ and ‘employee’,
who works under the instructions of his
‘employer’ when developing a CD in the
context of an employment contract, instead of the broader terms: “principal”
and “agent”.
Moreover, the ECJ added that if the aim
of the Community legislature was to
consider that the CD belongs to the
‘principal’ in a commission that would
have been expressly provided, as it was
done in the Commission’s first proposal
for a Regulation.
The last part of Article 14(3) – unless
otherwise agreed or specified under national law – refers to the possibility of
designating the ‘employee’ as the proprietor of a design that has been developed in the context of an employment
relationship. This situation could be possible due to: (i) the agreement of the
parties to an employment contract, (ii)
the national legislation provided by the
member states.
The third question refers to the Article
14(1) of the regulation. Shall it be understood that the right to a CD is on the
designer unless it has been assigned to
his successor in title by a contract?
FEIA cited Article 88 CDR, which provides that in all matters not covered by
the regulation, national courts shall apply their national laws. FEIA considers
that the term “successor in title” in Article 14(1) should be interpreted taking
into account the different means of acquiring a right to the designs provided in
the laws of each the member states.
The LPJDI, for example, clearly states
that a design produced on commission
belongs to the person who commissioned it.
Contrary to the abovementioned argument, the ECJ stated that the terms of a
provision of Community law, such as
the terms ‘designer’ and ‘successor in title’ in Article 14, which make no express
reference to the law of a member state
for the determination of their meaning
and scope must normally be given an
autonomous and uniform interpretation
within the Community, considering the
context of the provision and the objec-

tive pursued by the legislation in question (following the Case C-316/05 Nokia
[2006], paragraph. 21).
If those terms ‘designer’ and ‘successor
in title’ were to be interpreted according
to the laws of the member states, different interpretations would be reached.
As a consequence, the same situation
would be regulated in different ways
throughout the Community: in some
member states, the rights to the CD belong to the designer and in others to his
successor in title. This solution would infringe the aim of the CDR, which is to
create a unified system for CD, consisting of a uniform protection with uniform
effect in the entire territory of the Community.
Therefore, the ECJ held that the possibility of transferring the right to the CD
from the designer to his successor in title is implicit from the wording of Article
14(1) of the regulation and such transfer
includes contractual assignment. Besides, national courts are the ones that
determine the extension of the contract
and decide whether the right to the unregistered CD has been transferred
from the designer to this successor in title. For that analysis they certainly
should apply the national law on contracts.
This decision is significant as the ECJ
recalls that, unless specified, the Community law must be interpreted in an autonomous way, preserving the essence
of the Community design system. That
is, not seeing a gap in the regulation
where it is not, and looking for the answers in the same regulation and not
appealing to the most familiar solution,
such as those offered by national laws
such as the LPJDI, which not only does
not have any provision for unregistered
designs (a typically Community institution) but also rules in a different way regarding the rights to designs made in a
commission context.
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Patent of the month
Patent of the month
Shark Skin Suit
In the late 90s, a former competitive
swimmer, Fiona Fairhurst, a member of
the swimwear company Speedo® research team, started to work with Jane
Cappaert, a researcher for the International Center for Aquatic Research, on
textile materials that can reduce skin
friction in water. The research work was
conducted with the help of a technology
called computational fluid dynamics.
CFD is a computer simulation technology that allows the test of a design to
verify and improve its capacity to minimise drag forces. But they also get their
inspiration in nature. They focused on
reproducing the small ridges of the
shark’s skin, called ‘denticles’. Indeed,
sharks, like other fish, are ‘dressed’ with
a cover of dermal denticles that protect
their skin and improve fluid dynamics,
contributing to their capacity to reach
high speed while swimming despite a
massive body and the underwater turbulence.
The research team’s results were introduced on the market in 2004 through
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the Speedo Fastskin® swimsuit before
the 2004 Athens Olympics. They are
somehow already famous: since then,
swimming suits with ‘shark skin’ have
been used by a number of gold medal
winners in the last two Olympic Games
and the World Championship. These results are also the object of a patent for a
‘close-fitting article of clothing with
highly tensioned fit’ which, in addition to
the water repellent coating surface of
the suit, describes how tension of the
elastic stretch panels constituting the
suit is adapted according to its corresponding position on the body and how
it is joined to improve general muscular
support.

hundredths of a second, equal access
to the best ‘shark skin suit’ is going to
be crucial. The sport’s authorities,
namely the International Swimming
Federation (FINA), are now establishing
limitations to suit design and fabrication,
policies stating the maximum cover of
the body by a suit and an approval procedure before a competition. These
rules will now be part of what Speedo®
and the other companies competing in
this swimsuit market will have to comply
with
to
win
the
outof-the-swimming-pool battle.

Speedo shark skins, as well as other
performance-enhancing swimming suits
from other brands, have been laboratory
tested to efficiently reduce the drag effect in water. They are therefore highly
controversial since they give an unfair
advantage to the swimmers wearing the
most efficient suit. The swimsuit controversy is ongoing. In a sport where the
victory can be obtained by a couple of

Patent Application on Esp@cenet

Related links:
EPO press release
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Patents everywhere
The author of the quiz never loses sight
of patents, even on holiday. The advertisement board depicted below was
found in an American supermarket. It
shows a so-called "banana keeper" on
which you can hang bananas so they
ripen more evenly. Additional advantages of this product, like keeping the
bananas fresher for a longer period, are
listed at the bottom of the picture. This
product is patented. Try finding patents
covering this or similar "hangers" using
esp@cenet® .

Solution to the previous Quiz
The safest table saw

cations) would have led to the same result.

Have a look at this amazing YouTube
video on an invention that will certainly
save some fingers... Can you find a corresponding patent for this invention? If
so, please list the name of the inventor
and the oldest priority number!
Solution
An easy way to start the search is to
look for sawstop and inventor in Google.
This yields a list of results where the
name Steve Gass appears as the inventor. A name search for Stephen Gass in
esp@cenet® shows that he has filed
several related applications on his "saw
stop" invention. The oldest priority number - according to those records - is
US19990157340P (01.10.1999), which
has many corresponding publications ,
like WO0126064 . Abstract or full-text
search on keyword combinations saw,
stop, blade, sensor, brake, conductivity,
finger would also have brought you to
one of the inventions by Mr Gass. Alternatively, the classes B27G19/02 and
B27B5/38 with some final reviewing to
get
the
oldest
priority
number
(eventually through reference to the provisional application listed in the description of one of the many divisional appli-

IP eModules
Selling an invention
Not as trivial as it seems
Inventors are usually highly convinced
that their invention will sell easily, even

if it isn’t revolutionary. This conviction
often blinds them when it comes to investing money in commercialising their
invention. When entering this phase, it
is important for inventors to take in-

formed decisions and consult the appropriate partners. In most cases, inventors
will spend more money developing and
protecting their invention than earning
from it. There can be many reasons for
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that. A commercial exploitation requires
large investments that must be backed
up by larger companies that are not always keen on adopting external innovations. Inventors sometimes ignore that
solving a problem is not the only selling
point of a new product. Marketing and
branding an invention can be more important to achieve commercial success.
This module will provide you with the
very basic information to help you define the best inventor's strategy.

An invention evaluation form from Stanford

Finding possible industrial partners can
be done using patent databases and
checking which companies applied for
patents in the equivalent field. Using the
graphical view of search results in
PATENTSCOPE provides you with a
ranking of applicants who applied for
PCT patents in a given field. Contacting
their IP Department with your invention
is an approach that could yield some results. This method is not, however, the
most successful since the "Not invented
here" syndrome often prevails in larger
corporations.

If you’re an individual inventor, an in-

Needless to say, that expert help is key

Some guidelines
Even before patenting your invention,
some basic valuation is helpful to get an
objective assessment of your invention.
The following evaluation form can help
you:
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ventor's association will usually be able
to help you address the right partners.
See below for some addresses. Please
be aware that some inventor promoting
companies are not reputable, particularly in the United States. Seeking references is essential.

if you enter the selling phase.
Further reading
How to Make Money With Your New
Idea or Invention from bizmove.com
IPR-Heldesk IP eModules: Valuation of
patent rights, Patent filing strategies
USPTO Inventor resources page
US eye opener for inventors
How to sell your invention? (Business
Week)
International Federation of Inventors's
Association
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